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Efficient Multi-Factor User Authentication Protocol

with Forward Secrecy for Real-Time Data Access in WSNs
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It is challenging to design a secure and efficient multi-factor authentication scheme for real-time data access

in wireless sensor networks. On the one hand, such real-time applications are generally security critical, and

various security goals need to be met. On the other hand, sensor nodes and users’ mobile devices are typically

of a resource-constrained nature, and expensive cryptographic primitives cannot be used. In this work, we

first revisit four foremost multi-factor authentication schemes (i.e., those of Amin et al. (JNCA’18), Srinivas

et al. (IEEE TDSC’18), Li et al. (JNCA’18), and Li et al. (IEEE TII’18)) and use them as case studies to reveal the

difficulties and challenges in designing a multi-factor authentication scheme for wireless sensor networks

correctly. We identify the root causes for their failures in achieving truly multi-factor security and forward

secrecy. We further propose a robust multi-factor authentication scheme that makes use of the imbalanced

computational nature of the RSA cryptosystem, particularly suitable for scenarios where sensor nodes (but

not the user’s device) are the main energy bottleneck. Comparison results demonstrate the superiority of our

scheme. As far as we know, it is the first two-factor authentication scheme for real-time data access in WSNs

that can satisfy all 12 criteria of the state-of-the-art evaluation metric under the harshest adversary model so

far.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) era, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have got
rapid development in the past few years. In many time-critical WSN applications (e.g., battlefield
monitoring [1] and health-care monitoring [2]), users need to acquire the real-time data directly
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from the target sensor nodes without passing through the gateway node. Thus, it is crucial that
such sensitive data and user behavior information are well protected against malicious adver-
saries, and user authentication constitutes the first line of defense. Generally, there are three basic
methods for user authentication: what the user knows (e.g., passwords), what the user has (e.g.,
hardware tokens), and what the user is (e.g., biometrics). As each method has its own pros and
cons, multi-factor authentication protocols that combine multiple methods [3, 4] are promising
for security-critical applications.

In 2009, Das [5] designed the first password-based authentication scheme using a smart card
to achieve mutual authentication among three participants: user, gateway node, and sensor node.
However, this scheme was found to be prone to many attacks, including impersonation attack, in-
sider attack, and offline password guessing attack, as revealed by several researchers [6–8]. Then,
in 2011, Fan et al. [9] presented an improved scheme to overcome the identified weaknesses of two
schemes with lightweight one-way hash operations. However, shortly after this scheme was pro-
posed, Wang and Wang [10] found it unable to provide user anonymity but provided no solution.
In 2012, Das et al. [11] proposed a new scheme that achieves dynamic sensor nodes addition. This
scheme considers the practical application issues in WSNs and seems to be a promising scheme
for WSNs. Unfortunately, it was shortly found subject to offline password guessing attack. In 2013,
Xue et al. [12] introduced a temporal-credential-based scheme for WSNs, hoping to achieve user
anonymity and resist various attacks. But this attempt fails again.

In 2018, Amin et al. [13] revealed some security flaws in the scheme of Chang and Le [14],
and to mitigate the identified vulnerabilities, they designed an improved scheme via adding the
biometric factor. Almost at the same time, both Srinivas et al. [15] and Li et al. [16] pointed out
that the scheme of Jiang et al. [17] cannot detect unauthorized login and is inapplicable to IoT
environments, designed an improved version with the biometric factor, and claimed that their
new schemes are secure against various attacks. At IEEE TII 2018, Li et al. [18] demonstrated that
various security drawbacks existed in the elliptic curve–based scheme of Gope and Hwang [19]
and further proposed a new scheme. They stated that this scheme is secure against various attacks
and has the same performance with the original scheme. In 2019, Gupta et al. [20] demonstrated
that the scheme of Amin et al. [21] cannot resist several serious attacks (e.g., offline guessing attack)
and further proposed an efficient authentication scheme using only lightweight hash operations.

The past 30 years of research on multi-factor authentication have demonstrated that it is difficult
to design a protocol for the traditional client-server architecture correctly (see [3, 22–24]). The past
20 years of investigation have manifested that designing a multi-factor scheme for the multi-server
environment is more challenging (see [25–27]), whereas the past 10 years of exploration have
proved that the design of a multi-factor scheme for WSNs (Figure 1) can only be harder. Besides
the difficulties in traditional networks, the design of multi-factor authentication schemes for WSNs
is confronted with two additional difficulties. First, sensor nodes are resource-lightweight devices
with extremely constrained computation/energy/storage capability. Second, WSNs are usually de-
ployed for security-critical applications, and the security and privacy goals are demanding (see
Table I in Wang et al. [28]): they not only withstand various traditional attacks against generic
multi-factor schemes (e.g., impersonation, de-synchronization, replay, and parallel) but also re-
sist new attacks arising in WSNs (e.g., GWN impersonation, GWN by passing, and sensor node
capture).

Motivations. Although researchers have made considerable efforts to design a sound multi-factor
authentication protocol for WSNs, so far no one has been successful (see Table IV in Wang et al.
[28]). When attacking an existing protocol (or designing a new one), most existing literature (e.g.,
[13, 21, 29, 30]) mainly lists the attack steps (or the protocol procedure) but rarely explicates why
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Fig. 1. A brief history of multi-factor authentication for WSNs based on Figure 1 of Wang et al. [28]. Schemes

underlined with a solid line cannot achieve forward secrecy and schemes underlined with a dashed line fail

to provide truly multi-factor security, whereas the remaining schemes are problematic to other security or

usability issues.

the attack exists and explains what countermeasures can be used to eliminate threats. As such, it
is unsurprising to see the vicious “break-fix-break-fix” cycle (see Figure 1) and even dramatically
contradictory situations. For instance, several schemes (e.g., [13, 31–33]) try to only use one-way
hash functions to achieve robust security, whereas other schemes (e.g., [18, 19, 34–36]) employ
much more expensive public key techniques to achieve the same security goals. To mitigate this
unsatisfactory situation, two crucial issues should be properly resolved: (1) understanding the
inherent reasons for the failures of existing protocols and (2) identifying the real challenges and
the corresponding solutions in designing a protocol for WSNs correctly.

Contributions. This work attempts to explore these two issues by revisiting four state-of-the-art
multi-factor schemes and proposing a practical multi-factor scheme. In a nutshell, our contribu-
tions are summarized as follows:

(1) We investigate four foremost multi-factor authentication schemes for WSNs, namely those
of Amin et al. (JNCA’18 [13]), Srinivas et al. (IEEE TDSC’18 [15]), Li et al. (JNCA’18 [16]),
and Li et al. (IEEE TII’18 [18])), and find that most of them fail to provide truly multi-factor
security, forward secrecy, and other important security goals such as resistance against
sensor node capture attack.

(2) We point out the inherent reasons for the three identified primary attacks against multi-
factor schemes for WSNs (i.e., smart card loss attack, sensor node capture attack, and
forward secrecy breach attack) and summarize the corresponding solutions.

(3) We, for the first time, make use of computational imbalance of the RSA cryptosystem
to construct an efficient yet secure multi-factor scheme with forward secrecy for WSNs.
The security of our scheme is proved by using BAN logic, and comparison results show
that our scheme overall outperforms other related schemes under the widely accepted
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Table 1. Notations and Abbreviations

Symbol Description

Ui ith user

S j jth sensor node
GWN Gateway node (registration authority)
A Adversary
x ,dx Long-term secret key of GWN

y Private key of GWN in the elliptic curve cryptosystem
IDi Identity of Ui

PWi Password of Ui

Bioi Biometrics of Ui

DID j Dynamic identity of Ui

SID j Identity of Sj

Pj Shared secret key between GWN and Sj

T1,T2 · · · Current timestamp
⊕ Bitwise XOR operation
‖ Concatenation operation
h(·) One-way hash function
GEN (·),REP (·) Fuzzy extractor operation
→ Open communication channel
⇒ Secure communication channel

adversary model and the most comprehensive evaluation criteria thus far [28]. Particu-
larly, our scheme is suitable for cases where sensor nodes (but not a user’s device) are the
main energy bottleneck.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We revisit the schemes of Amin et al. [13]
in Section 2, Srinivas et al. [15] in Section 3, Li et al. [16] in Section 4, and Li et al. [18] in Section 5.
In Section 6, we design a new scheme for WSNs and then prove the security of our scheme in
Section 7. In Section 8, we compare our scheme with others. We conclude the article in Section 9.

2 REVISITING THE SCHEME OF AMIN ET AL.

In 2018, Amin et al. [13] revealed several security flaws in the “password + smart card” two-factor
scheme of Chang and Li [14]. To mitigate the identified vulnerabilities, Amin et al. [13] designed
an improved scheme by adding the biometric authentication factor. They eliminated the public key
operations in the scheme of Chang and Li [14] and only used a few simple symmetric key opera-
tions to save efficiency. Actually, Amin et al. [13] were not the first to make such an attempt, and
many recent studies (e.g., [13, 21, 30, 34, 37]) also attempt to increase security by incorporating the
biometric factor and improve efficiency by only using simple symmetric key operations. However,
we now show that these attempts are all doomed to failure.

2.1 Review of the Scheme of Amin et al.

The scheme of Amin et al. [13] has six phases: registration, login, authentication, post-deployment,
password recovery, and change. The first three phases of their scheme are reviewed here, whereas
the last three phases are omitted. The notations used in the rest of this article are outlined in
Table 1.
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2.1.1 Registration Phase. The registration phase is divided into two parts: sensor node registra-
tion and user registration. Note that in the scheme of Amin et al. [13], the sensor node registration
is finished in the pre-deployment phase.

(1) Sensor node registration phase:
Step 1. S j ⇒ GWN: {SID j }.
Step 2. GWN⇒ S j : {Pj }, where Pj = h(SID j | |x ).
Step 3. S j keeps {Pj }.

(2) User registration phase:
Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN: {IDi ,aunique credential }.
Step 2. GWN⇒ Ui : smart card with {MIi , fi }. GWN first checks the availability of IDi ,

then calculates MIi = h(IDi | |ri ) and fi = h(MIi | |x ), where ri ∈R Z ∗q .

Step 3. The smart card writes {Ci ,Ei ,Ai ,ψi ,REC,REGi ,GEN (),REP (),h(·)} into the card
where (ψi ,θi ) =GEN (Bioi ),Ai =h(IDi | |PWi | |ψi ), Ei = θi ⊕ h(IDi | |PWi ),Ci = fi ⊕
h(PWi | |ψi ), REC = PWi ⊕ h(IDi ⊕ h(IDi | |ψi ), REGi = h(IDi ⊕ψi ), then detects fi .

Remark 1. Although Amin et al. [13] do not explain the reason for letting Ui only send IDi to
GWN, we speculate that this is due to the consideration of privileged insider attack. They want
GWN to know as little as possible about Ui ’s password, but the consequence is that the key pa-
rameter fi of the user will have to be temporarily stored in the smart card. Once fi is not properly
erased or is somehow recovered [38–40], the attacker is likely to perform an impersonation at-
tack. However, if the commonly accepted method is used (i.e., sending the password concealed by
a random number to the gateway), the scheme will not suffer from insider attacks and the security
risks mentioned previously.

2.1.2 Login and Authentication Phase.

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN: {MIi ,Ni , Pi ,Qi ,Li ,T1}. The card computes θi = Ei ⊕ h(ID ′i | |PW ′
i ), ψ ′i =

REP (Bio′i ,θi ), fi =Ci ⊕ h(PW ′
i | |ψ ′i ), A∗i = h(ID ′i | |PW ′

i | |ψ ′i ). Note that in the scheme of
Amin et al. [13], psi ′i = REP (Bio′i ,θi ), but this value is not used in later steps, so we
believe a typo is occurring.

If A∗i � Ai , reject Ui . Otherwise, the card computes Ni = h(MIi | |Ki | | fi | |T1 | |SID j ),
Li = Ki ⊕ h(MIi | | fi | |T1), Pi = SID j ⊕ h( fi | |T1), Qi = h(IDi ) ⊕ h(Ki | |T1), where Ki ∈R

Z ∗q .

Step 2. GWN⇒ S j : {Nj , SS j ,Vj ,T2}. After checking the validity of T1, GWN computes f ′i =
h(MIi | |x ), K ′i = Li ⊕ h(MIi | | f ′i | |T1), h(IDi ) = Qi ⊕ h(K ′i | |T1), SID ′j = Pi ⊕ h( f ′i | |T1),

N ′i = h(MIi | |K ′i | | f ′i | |T1 | |SID ′j ).
If N ′i � Ni , end the session. Otherwise, GWN computes P ′j = h(SID ′j | |x ), Nj =

h(h(IDi ) | |Pj | |T2 | |Ki ), SS j = h(IDi ) ⊕ h(P ′j | |T2), Vj = Ki ⊕ h(IDi ).

Step 3. S j ⇒ GWN: {Wj ,Ki j ,T3}. After checking the validity ofT2, S j computes h(IDi ) =SS j ⊕
h(Pj | |T2), K ′i = Vj ⊕ h(IDi ), N ′j = h(h(IDi ) | |Pj | |T2 | |K ′i ).

If N ′j � Nj , end the session;.Otherwise, S j computes SKj = h(h(IDi ) | |SID j | |K ′i | |Kj )

(Kj ∈R Z ∗q ),Wj = h(SKj | |T3), Ki j = Ki ⊕ Kj .

Step 4. GWN⇒ Ui : {M1,Ki j ,T4}. After checking the validity ofT3, GWN computesK ′j =Ki j ⊕
Ki , SKGW N = h(h(IDi ) | |SID ′j | |K ′i | |K ′j ),W ′

j = h(SKGW N | |T3).

IfW ′
j �Wj , end the session. Otherwise, GWN computes M1 = h(SKGW N | |K ′j | |T4).

Step 5. Ui ⇒ GWN: {M2}. After checking the validity of T4, Ui computes K ′j = Ki j ⊕ K ′i ,

SKi = h(h(IDi ) | |SID j | |Ki | |K ′j ), M ′1 = h(SKi | |K ′j | |T4).

If M ′1 � M1, end the session. Otherwise, Ui computes M2 = IDi ⊕ h(SKi | |Ki ).
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Step 6. GWN⇒ Ui : {M3,M4,M5}. GWN computes ID ′i = M2 ⊕ h(SKGW N | |Ki ), MI ′i =
h(IDi | |r ′i ), f ′i = h(MI ′i | |x ), M3 = MI ′i ⊕ h(IDi ), M4 = f ′i ⊕ h( fi | |Ki ), M5 =

h(h(IDi ) | |M3 | |M4), where r ′i ∈R Z ∗q and r ′i � ri .

Step 7. Ui calculates M ′5 = h(h(IDi ) | |M3 | |M4). If M ′5 equals M5, Ui computes MI ′i = M3 ⊕
h(IDi ), f ′i = M4 ⊕ h( fi | |Ki ), Ci = f ′i ⊕ h(IDi | |ψi ), and finally replaces {MIi ,Ci } with

{MI ′i ,C
i
i }.

2.2 Cryptanalysis of the Scheme of Amin et al.

Amin et al. [13] proposed six assumptions about the adversary A’s capacities. However, we find
it cannot well capture A’s capacities in reality:

(1) Their Assumption 3 states that the adversary cannot guess both the identity and password
within polynomial time, whereas in reality, according to Wang et al. [41], user-chosen
passwords follow Zipf’s law. This means that “the guessing probability for an n-character

password” is not 1
26n as described in Amin et al. [13] but is C ′ ·ms ′ , where s ′∈[0.15, 0.30]

andC ′∈[0.001, 0.1] are constant CDF-Zipf regression parameters depending on the under-
lying password space (which is influenced by the user base and password creation policy)
[41] andm is the guess number [42].1 Furthermore, users’ identities are usually not consid-
ered as secrets and can be acquired by the adversary easily [45]. Thus, it is more desirable
to assume that guessing the password and identity simultaneously is practical, and this
more realistic assumption has been followed by most of the recent studies [17, 23, 46, 47].

(2) One of the most unique attacks on WSNs is missing in Amin et al. [13]. Since sensor nodes
are usually deployed in unattended or open/hostile environments, A is very likely to
attack them and get information from them [28, 37, 48]. Thus, sensor node capture attack
is a very realistic (and special) attack and has received increasing attention. However,
Amin et al. [13] overlooked this kind of attack.

As pointed out by Jiang et al. [49], among all assumptions about the adversary’s capabilities
against two-factor schemes, those of Wang et al. [28] are “the most rigorous and practical.” There-
fore, we follow their assumptions and slightly adjust them to accomodate three-factor authentica-
tion schemes:

(1) A is able to enumerate all items in the space of identity and password simultaneously and
also get a victim’s identity when analyzing the scheme’s security.

(2) A is able to control the open channel.
(3) For a two-factor authentication scheme,A may either acquire the victim’s password (e.g.,

through shoulder-surfing, keylogging [50], or password reuse [43]) or parameters of the
card through side-channel attacks such as power analysis and reverse engineering [51–
54].

(4) A is able to know previous session keys.
(5) A is able to acquire the long-term system secret key when considering forward secrecy.
(6) A is able to control or obtain information of some sensor nodes.
(7) A may also be a legitimate user and collude with a curious gateway. Generally, this attack

is considered in a multi-gateway environment.

1As demonstrated in the state-of-the-art password guessing algorithms [43, 44], the guessing probability for a password

has little relevance with its length n but is mainly relevant to how popular the password is. Both user-chosen passwords

(see [41]) and the efficacy of artificially generated password guesses (see Figure 13(k) of Wang et al. [43]) follow Zipf’s law.

For concrete examples of guess probabilities with regard to the guess number m, see Table 4 and Figure 4 of Wang and

Wang [42].
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(8) For a three-factor authentication scheme, A is able to break any two of the three factors
[4, 49].

2.2.1 No Truly Multi-Factor Security. Multi-factor security means that the breach of two au-
thentication factors will not endanger the remaining factor. It is the most essential goal of any
multi-factor authentication scheme. However, the scheme of Amin et al. [13] fails to achieve this
goal:

—The adversary’s capability: Getting two of the three factors (the smart card with
{Ci ,Ei ,Ai ,ψi ,REC,REGi ,GEN (·),REP (·)} and the biometrics Bioi ).

—The attack result: Obtaining Ui ’s password.
—The attack steps:

Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW ′
i , IDi to be ID ′i . Note that, as mentioned before, A may also

know Ui ’s identity IDi or use REC to verify the correctness of the guessed value.
Then the following steps show the attacking processes of the A who does not
acquire Ui ’s identity and tries to offline guess {IDi , PWi } using Ai .

Step 2. Compute θi = Ei ⊕ h(ID ′i | |PW ′
i ).

Step 3. Computeψ ′i = REP (Bio′i ,θi ).
Step 4. Compute fi = Ci ⊕ h(PW ′

i | |ψ ′i ).
Step 5. Compute A∗i = h(ID ′i | |PW ′

i | |ψ ′i ).

Step 6. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking if (A∗i
?
= Ai ).

Step 7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 until the correct values of PWi and IDi are found.
—The time complexity: O ( |Dpw | ∗ |Did | ∗ (3TH +TB )), whereTH is the time of hash function

and TB is the time of fuzzy extractor.

As Amin et al. [13] stated, the calculation capabilities and the power of sensor nodes are limited.
Thus, it is necessary to verify Ui ’s legality before transmitting the access request to the gateway
or sensor nodes. To authenticate Ui , some verifier Ai must be kept in the smart card. With Ai ,
the card can authenticate Ui by checking whether the input password (and identity) is correct.
At the same time, A may also exploit this verifier Ai to check the correctness of her guessed
password (and identity). This subtlety of verifier Ai in the authentication research domain was
first observed by Wang et al. [45] in 2015. They pointed out that there is an inherent “usability
vs. security” conflict between the property of local password change (i.e., C2 in Table 3), timely
wrong password detection (i.e., C9 in Table 3), and the goal of resisting against offline password
guessing attack.2 The attacks on the scheme of Srinivas et al. [15] (see Section 3.2.1) and the two
schemes of Li et al. [16, 18] (see Section 4.2.1 and Section 5.2.1) exploit the same vulnerability.

Fortunately, Wang and Wang [3] recently propose the combination of “fuzzy verifier” and “hon-
eywords” to effectively address this problem. More specifically, Ui ’s smart card now stores θi =

Ei ⊕ h((IDi | |PWi ) mod n), where n defines the capacity of the (ID, PW ) pair, 24 ≤ n ≤ 28. There-
fore, even ifA gets Ei ,Ai , she cannot figure out the right (ID, PW ) by using the preceding attack,

for there will be
|Did ∗Dpw |

n
≈ 232 candidate (ID, PW ) pairs that satisfy A∗i = Ai in step 6. To find

the exactly correct (ID, PW ) pair,A shall login with GWN, and the honeywords technique [3] can
be used to detect the attack (and confine A’s advantage to a very small value). Our new scheme
(see Section 6) will adopt this method via letting the verifier Ai be h(h(IDi ) ⊕ h(PWi )) mod n0,
where n0 ∈ [24, 28] is an integer.

2Note that “offline password guessing attack” is a specific way (and also the most effective way in the literature [28, 45])

to obtain the password factor, and it can make a scheme not attain “truly multi-factor security.” However, a scheme with

no truly multi-factor security may not necessarily be vulnerable to offline password guessing attack.
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Besides the preceding attack, the scheme of Amin et al. [13] suffers from another kind of offline
password guessing attack, as follows:

—The adversary’s capability: Getting two authentication factors (i.e., the smart card and the
biometrics); eavesdropping the message {MIi ,Ni , Pi ,Qi ,Li ,T1} from the open channel.

—The attack result: getting Ui ’s password.
—The attack steps:

Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW ′
i , IDi to be ID ′i .

Step 2. Compute f ′i as as in steps 2 through 4 of the preceding attack.
Step 3. Compute K ′i = Li ⊕ h(MIi | | f ′i | |T1).
Step 4. Compute SID ′j = Pi ⊕ h( f ′i | |T1).

Step 5. Compute N ′i = h(MIi | |K ′i | | f ′i | |T1 | |SID ′j ).
Step 6. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking if N ′i

?
= Ni .

Step 7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 until the correct values of PWi and IDi are found.
—The time complexity: O ( |Dpw | ∗ |Did | ∗ (5TH +TB )).

The inherent reason for both attacks is similar: there is an explicit verifier for A to check the
correctness of the guessed value. A natural way to deal with this attack is applying the public key
technique to conceal the verifier (see the public key principle in Ma et al. [55]). As the formulation
of the verification parameters in each scheme is generally varied, the corresponding solution will
be different [56]. As for the scheme of Amin et al. [13], we can let the verifier Ni contain a random
item ri transmitted by the public key technique. Then with two uncertain items (ri and {IDi , PWi })
in Ni ,A cannot verify the correctness of the guessed {IDi , PWi }. Actually, several recent schemes
[14, 20, 31, 57–62] are subject to exactly the same problem.

Remark 2. In their scheme, Amin et al. [13] attempt to use biometrics to overcome the identified
weakness in Chang and Li [14]. With the proliferation of biotechnology (e.g., lots of smart phones
are equipped with fingerprint sensors), biometrics are currently considered as a convenient and ef-
fective authentication factor. For instance, among the 515 recently proposed multi-factor schemes,
217 of them employ the biometric factor [63]. After adding a biometric to the original scheme, sev-
eral protocols [13, 30–32, 64, 65] abandon the usage of necessary public key techniques. However,
biometrics are not a silver bullet to deal with many security problems in the protocol, although it
may be possible to improve the security of the protocol to some extent. If there has been a security
flaw in the original protocol, then even if the biometrics are introduced, the scheme is still insecure.
In addition, as argued by Feng et al. [66], biometrics cannot be regarded as a secret but rather as
a type of user privacy information. Therefore, when designing authentication protocols, scholars
should focus on how to use appropriate cryptographic principles and algorithms to harden the se-
curity of the protocol rather than simply introduce new authentication factor(s) into the protocol
to address security flaws.

2.2.2 No Forward Secrecy. Forward secrecy [67] ensures that even if one protocol participant’s
long-term key has been leaked, the previously agreed session keys remain secure. This security
feature is becoming more and more important, because information systems are becoming more
and more complex and it is hardly possible to ensure that the system will not be breached and
the long-term key will be free from leakage. This is particularly true for security-critical WSN ap-
plications (e.g., health monitoring, battlefield surveillance) when considering the prevailing zero-
day attacks (e.g., heartbleed [68] and shellshock [69]). Actually, new security standards such as
WiFi WPA3 [70] and TLS 1.3 [71] have included forward secrecy as a feature of key exchange
protocols. In Amin et al.’s scheme [13], the adversary who obtains one participant’s long-term
secret key can compute previous agreed session keys as follows:
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—The adversary’s capability: (1) Eavesdropping {MIi , Pi ,T1}, {Nj , SS j ,Vj ,T2} and {Ki j };
(2) getting the long-term secret key x .

—The attack result: Getting all previous session keys. In this attack, we take the session key
between Ui and S j as an example.

—The attack steps:
Step 1. Compute f ′i = h(MIi ‖x ).
Step 2. Compute SID ′j = Pi ⊕ h( f ′i | |T1).

Step 3. Compute Pj = h(SID ′j | |x ).

Step 4. Compute h(IDi ) = SS j ⊕ h(Pj | |T2).
Step 5. Compute K ′i = Vj ⊕ h(IDi ).
Step 6. Compute K ′j = Ki j ⊕ K ′i .

Step 7. Compute SK = h(h(IDi ) | |SID ′j | |K ′i | |K ′j ).

—The time complexity: O (6TH ).

The preceding attack is due to a violation of the “forward secrecy principle”: the public key
technique is necessary to attain forward secrecy, and at least two exponential operations (or point
multiplications in ECC) are needed at the sensor side. The scheme of Amin et al. [13] does not
employ any public key technique at all and thus cannot provide forward secrecy. Actually, several
recent schemes [14, 20, 31, 57–62] are subject to exactly the same problem.

2.2.3 Node Capture Attack.

—The adversary’s capability: (1) Eavesdropping {Nj , SS j ,Vj ,T2}, {Ki j } and {M2}; (2) getting
S j ’s secret key Pj .

—The attack result: Getting all previous session keys of the captured sensor node S j , then
further computing Ui ’s identity IDi to break user anonymity.

—The attack steps:
Step 1. Compute h(IDi ) = SS j ⊕ h(Pj | |T2).
Step 2. Compute K ′i =Vj ⊕ h(IDi ).
Step 3. Compute K ′j = Ki j ⊕ K ′i .

Step 4. Compute SK = h(h(IDi ) | |SID j | |K ′i | |K ′j ).

Step 5. Compute IDi =M2 ⊕ h(SK | |Ki ).
—The time complexity: O (4TH ).

Note that this attack may lead to some other severe security flaws. After getting the secret of
S j ,A first computes S j ’s session key withUi , then exploits the vulnerability of M2 to compute the
victim’s IDi , thereby violating the user anonymity requirement [28]. In addition, A with IDi can
continue to perform the de-synchronization attack as follows:

Step 1. Intercept {M3,M4,M5}.
Step 2. Generate an arbitrary value M3a with the same length of M3. Similarly, get M4a .
Step 3. Compute M5a = h(h(IDi ) | |M3a | |M4a ).
Step 4. Send {M3a ,M4a ,M5a } to Ui .

In the preceding attack, when Ui receives {M3a ,M4a ,M5a }, she computes M ′5 = h(h(IDi ) | |M3a | |
M4a ). As M ′5 equals M5a , Ui computes MI ′ia = M3a ⊕ h(IDi ), f ′ia = M4a ⊕ h( fi | |Ki ) � h(MI ′ia | |x ),
Cia = f ′ia ⊕ h(IDi | |ψi ), and finally replaces {MIi ,Ci } with {MI ′ia ,C

i
ia }. Then, the parameter f ′ia

computed by Ui does not equal to fia computed by GWN. Then, even the legitimate user cannot
login.
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As revealed in Wang et al. [45], the synchronization mechanism–based method to achieve user
anonymity will always raise some other security problems or increase the complexity of the pro-
tocol. Therefore, it is recommended to use some public key technique(s) to realize user anonymity.

3 REVISITING THE SCHEME OF SRINIVAS ET AL.

At IEEE TDSC 2018, Srinivas et al. [15] presented a chaotic map–based authentication scheme
to meet the demand on user authentication in industrial IoT (IIoT), and showed its advantage to
achieve user anonymity and forward secrecy. In addition, they proved the security of their scheme
with the automated AVISP tool and the Real-Or-Random model. Unfortunately, we find that their
scheme is vulnerable to the sensor node impersonation attack and offline password guessing at-
tack. The chaotic map cryptographic primitive exploits the property of Chebyshev polynomials,
and its security builds on the chaotic map–based discrete logarithm problem (DLP). It is relatively
more efficient than the traditional finite-field (or elliptic curve) DLP operations.

3.1 Review of the Scheme of Srinivas et al.

3.1.1 Registration. For the sensor S j , the gateway computes Pj = h(SID j ‖x ) andKeyj = Pj ⊕ x ,
and delivers 〈SID j , Pj 〉 in S j , then stores 〈SID j ,Keyj 〉 to its own database. To the users, they can
register to GWN as follows:

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : {DIDi ⊕mi1,DPWi ⊕mi2}, where DIDi = h(IDi ‖bi ) and DPWi =

h(IDi ‖PWi ) and bi ,mi1, andmi2 are random numbers.
Step 2. GWN ⇒ Ui : Smart card with {Ci ,h(·)}. GWN first checks the availability of DIDi ,

then stores IDi in the database and computes Ci = (DIDi ⊕mi1) ⊕ (DPWi ⊕mi2) ⊕
h(x ‖h(XGW N−Ui

)), where XGW N−Ui
is a unique secret number for Ui selected by

GWN .
Step 3. Ui inputs Bioi , computes: (σi ,τi ) = Gen(Bioi ), Li = bi ⊕ h(σi ‖PWi ), RBi =

h(IDi ‖σi ‖PWi ), C ′i = (Ci ⊕mi1 ⊕mi2) ⊕ h(σi ‖IDi ), replaces Ci with C ′i , then stores
RBi ,Li ,Gen(·),Rep (·),τi and the fuzzy extractor threshold parameter t into the card.

3.1.2 Login and Authentication Phase.

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : M1 = {E ′i ,DID ′i ,VGW N ,Gi , SID
′
j ,T1}.Ui inputs {PWi , IDi ,Bioi }. The card

computes DPWi = h(IDi ‖PWi ), σ ∗i = Rep (Bio′i ,τi ), b∗i = Li ⊕ h(σ ∗i ‖PWi ). If RBi ==

h(IDi ‖σ ∗i ‖PWi ), the card computes Ci = C ′i ⊕ h(σ ∗i ‖IDi ), DIDi = h(IDi ‖b∗i ), Ji =
Ci ⊕ DIDi ⊕ DPWi , Ei = h(Ji ‖h(σ ∗i ‖PWi )‖T1), Aд = Tri

(DIDi ‖SID j ‖Ei ), Gi = Aд ⊕
h(DIDi ‖ Ji ‖T1), VGW N = h(DIDi ‖Aд ‖Gi ‖SID j ‖T1), E ′i = Ei ⊕ h(DIDi ‖ Ji ‖T1), DID ′i =
DIDi ⊕ h(E ′i ‖ Ji ‖T1), and SID ′j = SID j ⊕ h(DIDi ‖T2), then finally sends M1 to GWN .

Otherwise, rejects the request.
Step 2. GWN ⇒ S j : M2 = {Hj ,VS Nj

, SID ′′j ,E
′′
i ,T2}. After checking T1, GWN computes Mi =

h(x ‖h(XGW N−Ui
)), DIDi = DID ′i ⊕ h(E ′i ‖Mi ‖T1), A∗д = Gi ⊕ h(DIDi ‖Mi ‖T1), SID j =

SID ′j ⊕ h(DIDi ‖T1). If VGW N � h(DIDi ‖A∗д ‖Gi ‖SID j ‖T1), GWN ends the session.

Otherwise,GWN fetches Pj with SID j , further computes Ei = E ′i ⊕ h(Mi ‖DIDi ‖T1),
SID ′′j = h(SID j ‖Pj ‖T2) ⊕ DIDi ,Hj = Pj ⊕ A∗д ,VSNj = h(Pj ‖SID j ‖A∗д ‖Hj ‖T2), E ′′i =
Ei ⊕ h(Pj ‖T2), then transmits M2 to S j .

Step 3. S j ⇒ Ui :M3 = {PUj ,N
′
j ,T3}. S j checksT2 and computesDIDi =h(SID j ‖Pj ‖T2) ⊕ SID ′′j ,

Ei = E
′′
i ⊕ h(Pj ‖T2),A′д = Pj ⊕ Hj . IfVS Nj

� h(Pj ‖SID j ‖A′д ‖Hj ‖T3), rejects the session.

Otherwise, S j selects r j , computes Nj = Tr j
(DIDi ‖SID j ‖Ei ), SKi j = h(Tr j

(A′д ) mod

p‖DIDi ‖T3), PUj = h(SKi j ‖Nj ‖T3), and N ′j = Nj ⊕ h(DIDi ‖SID j ‖T3), then sends M3

to Ui .
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Step 4. Ui checks T3 and computes Nj = N ′j ⊕ h(DIDi ‖SID j ‖T3), SK∗i j = h(Tri
(Nj ) (mod p)

‖DIDi ‖T3). If PUj � h(SK∗i j ‖Nj ‖T3), the authentication fails. Otherwise, both Ui and

S j accept the session key (SK∗i j = SKi j ).

3.2 Cryptanalysis of the Scheme of Srinivas et al.

Srinivas et al. [15] depicted the attack model and summarized the security requirements for IIoT.
In their scheme, the most critical goal is multi-factor security. However, we now show that their
scheme is not as secure as they claimed: the adversary can break the multi-factor security of their
scheme.

3.2.1 No Truly Multi-Factor Security.

—The adversary’s capability: (1) Breaking the smart card with {RBi ,Li ,Gen(·),Rep (·),τi , t };
(2) getting Bioi .

—The attack results: Getting Ui ’s password.
—The attack steps:

Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW ′
i , IDi to be ID ′i .

Step 2. Compute σ ∗i = Rep (Bio′i ,τi ).
Step 3. Compute RB′i = h(ID ′i ‖σ ∗i ‖PW ′

i ).

Step 4. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking if (RB′i
?
= RBi ).

Step 5. Repeat steps 1 through 6 until the equation holds.
—The time complexity: O ( |Dpw | ∗ |Did | ∗ (TH +TB )).

Note that the adversary can also exploitDID ′i orVGW N to offline guess the value of the password
once she eavesdrops on any one of the previous transcripts (i.e., {E ′i ,DID ′i ,VGW N ,Gi , SID

′
j ,T1}).

Since the attack steps are similar to the preceding attack in Section 2.2.1, we omit them here.
As mentioned earlier, the preceding attack arises due to the inherent “usability vs. security” con-

flict. Wang and Wang [3] proposed the way of combining a “fuzzy verifier” and “honeywords” to
effectively settle this conflict. More specifically,Ui ’s smart card now stores RBi = h((IDi ‖σi ‖PWi )
mod n), where 24 ≤ n ≤ 28. For more rationales, see Section 2.2.1.

3.2.2 Sensor Node Impersonation Attack.

—The adversary’s capability: (1) Registering as a legitimate user Um to initiate an access re-
quest to S j ; (2) eavesdropping Hj .

—The attack results: Computing S j ’s secret key Pj , then impersonating S j .
—The attack steps:

Step 1. Initiate an access request M1 = {E ′m ,DID ′m ,VGW N ,Gm , SID
′
j ,T1} to GWN accord-

ing to the protocol.
Step 2. Receive Hj from GWN .
Step 3. Compute Pj = Aд ⊕ Hj ); note that Aд is known to Um , where Aд =

Trm
(DIDm | |SID j | |Em ). Once getting S j ’s private key, the adversary has the same

capability with S j and thus can impersonate S j .
—The time complexity: The cost for getting a sensor node’s private key is similar to a legiti-

mate user. The cost for impersonating S j is the same as with a legitimate sensor node.

4 REVISITING THE SCHEME OF LI ET AL.

To be self-contained, we first give a brief introduction of the scheme of Li et al. (IEEE TII’18 [18])
and then describes its pitfalls.
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4.1 Review of the Scheme of Li et al.

The scheme of Li et al. [18] is built on a subgroupG of an elliptic curve E with a pair of secret/public
keys {y,Y }, where Y = yP and P is a base point in the elliptic curve.

4.1.1 Registration Phase. The sensor node S j keeps 〈SID j , Pj 〉, where Pj = h(SID j ‖x ), and the
gateway stores S j ’s identity SID j . For the users, they can register to GWN as follows:

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : {IDi ,HPWi ,Ri }, whereGen(Bioi ) = (Ri , Pi ), HPWi = h(PWi ‖ri ) and ri is
a random number.

Step 2. GWN ⇒ Ui : {B1,B3,Y }.
After ensuring the validity of IDi , GWN computes B1 = h(IDi ‖HPWi ‖Ri ), B2 =

h(IDi ‖x ), and B3 = h(HPWi ‖Ri ) ⊕ B2.
Step 3. Ui stores {Pi , ri ,B1,B3,Y , SID j ,Gen(),Rep ()} into the mobile device.

4.1.2 Login and Authentication Phase.

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : M1 = {DIDi ,D1,D3,D4}.
Ui inputs {PWi , IDi ,Bioi }. The card computes Ri = Rep (Bio′i , Pi ), B′1 =

h(IDi ‖h(PWi ‖ri )‖Ri ). If B′1
?
= B1, continues to calculate B2 = B3 ⊕ h(h(PWi ‖ri )‖Ri ),

D1 = aP , D2 = aY , DIDi = IDi ⊕ h(D2), D3 = SID j ⊕ B2 ⊕ h(D2), and D4 =

h(B2‖D2‖SID j ), then finally sends M1 to GWN . Otherwise, rejects the request.
Step 2. GWN ⇒ S j : M2 = {D1,D6,D7}.

GWN computes D ′2 = yD1, ID ′i = DIDi ⊕ h(D ′2) and checks ID ′i , then continues to
compute B′2 = h(ID ′i ‖x ), SID ′j = D3 ⊕ B′2 ⊕ h(D ′2), D ′4 = h(B′2‖D ′2‖SID ′j ). If D ′4 � D4,

ends the session.
Otherwise, GWN selects rд , computes D5 = h(SID ′j ‖x ), D6 = D5 ⊕ rд , and D7 =

h(D1‖ rд ‖D5‖SID ′j ), then transmits M2 to S j .

Step 3. S j ⇒ GWN : M3 = {D8,D9,D10}.
S j computes r ′д = Pj ⊕ D6, D ′7 = h(D1‖r ′д ‖Pj ‖SID j ). If D ′7 � D7, exits the session.

Otherwise, S j selects b, computes D8 = bP , SK = h(D1‖D8‖bD1), D9 =

h(Pj ‖D8‖r ′j ‖SID j ), and D10 = h(SID j ‖SK ), then sends M3 to GWN .

Step 4. GWN ⇒ Ui : M4 = {D8,D10,D11}.
GWN computesD ′9 =h(D5‖D8‖rд ‖SID ′j ). IfD ′9 � D9, GWN rejects the session. Oth-

erwise, GWN calculates D11 = h(ID ′i ‖D1‖D8‖B′2) and sends M4 to Ui .
Step 5. If D11 � h(IDi ‖D1‖D8‖B2), terminates the session. Otherwise, Ui computes SK ′ =

h(D1 ‖D8‖aD8), D ′10 = h(SID j ‖SK ′). If D ′10

?
= D10, the authentication finishes success-

fully and the session key is built. Otherwise, the login request is rejected.

4.2 Cryptanalysis of the Scheme of Li et al.

4.2.1 No Truly Multi-Factor Security. To ensure the security for IIoT, Li et al. [18] were de-
voted to designing a secure authentication scheme and put forward an ECC-based provably secure
scheme with user privacy. Although armed with a formal proof, their scheme still does not achieve
truly multi-factor security, as shown next:

—The adversary’s capability: (1) Breaking the smart card with {Pi , ri ,B1,B3,Y , SID j ,Gen(),
Rep ()}; (2) eavesdropping {DIDi ,D1,D3,D4}; (3) acquiring Ui ’s identity IDi ; (4) getting
Bioi .

—The attack results: Getting Ui ’s password.
—The attack steps:
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Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW ′
i .

Step 2. Compute Ri = Rep (Bio′i , Pi ).
Step 3. Compute B′1 = h(IDi ‖h(PW ′

i ‖ri )‖Ri ). Note that the adversary can use B1 to verify
the correctness of PW ′

i here, which is simpler.
Step 4. Compute B′2 = B3 ⊕ h(h(PW ′

i ‖ri )‖Ri ).
Step 5. Compute D ′2 = DIDi ⊕ IDi .
Step 6. Compute SID ′j = D3 ⊕ B′2 ⊕ D ′2.

Step 7. Compute D ′4 = h(B′2 | |D ′2 | |SID ′j ).
Step 8. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking if (D ′4

?
= D4).

Step 9. Repeat steps 1 through 8 until the equation holds.
—The time complexity: O ( |Dpw | ∗ (4TH +TB )).

4.2.2 Poor Repairability. In the scheme of Li et al. [18], when a user Ui suspects (or realizes)
that her smart card might be reverse engineered (see [51–54]) and the secret B2 = h(IDu ‖x ) has
been exposed. However, even if Ui has discerned this abnormality and updates her password to
a new one by following the password change phase of the protocol, no countermeasures can be
employed to preventM from expoiting the master secret B2 to login the sensor nodes. In other
words, this scheme cannot be easily repaired [45]. In more detail, since B2 = h(IDi ‖x ) is uniquely
defined by Ui ’s identity IDi and GWN’s long-term private key x , GWN cannot update B2 for Ui

unless either IDi or x is updated. Nevertheless, because x is generally employed for all legitimate
users of the entire system but not only one user Ui , it would be unreasonable and inefficient to
change x to recover the security of a single user (i.e. Ui ). Furthermore, since IDi is often bound
with Ui in many application systems, it is also irrational to update IDi to tackle the problem. In a
nutshell, the repairability of the scheme of Li et al. [18] poses a realistic issue.

5 REVISITING THE SCHEME OF LI ET AL.

At JNCA 2018, Li et al. [16] pointed out that the scheme of Liang et al. [17] cannot detect unau-
thorized login and is inapplicable to IoT environments. Therefore, similar to Amin et al. [13], they
attempted to increase the security of their protocol by adopting the biometric factor. The difference
is that Li et al. [16] did not discard public key techniques to improve efficiency, and their scheme
should have been more secure than that of Amin et al. [13]. However, after careful examination, we
find that their scheme suffers from the same attacks as that of Amin et al. [13]: it cannot provide
truly multi-factor security and forward secrecy, and it is vulnerable to sensor node capture attack.

5.1 Review of the Scheme of Li et al.

This section briefly reviews the scheme of Li et al. [16]. Since the password change phase has little
relevance, it is omitted.

5.1.1 Registration. The sensor nodes registration phase is the same as that of Amin et al. [13],
so we only describe the user registration phase of Li et al. [16] as follows:

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : {IDi ,RPWi ,Bioi }, whereRPWi = h(PWi ‖ ai ) andai is a random number.
Step 2. GWN ⇒ Ui : Smart card with {α ,δ ,Ai ,Bi ,X ,REP (·)}, where ci ∈ C , and α = h(ci ), δ =

ci ⊕ Bioi ,GEN (ci ,Bioi ) = (α ,δ ),Ai =h(IDi ‖ RPWi ‖ ci ), Bi =h(IDi ‖ x ) ⊕ h(RPWi ‖
ci ).

Step 3. Ui stores ai into it.
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5.1.2 Login and Authentication.

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : {M2,M4,M5,M6,M7}.
Ui inputs Bio′i , the smart card computes c ′i = REP (δ ⊕ Bio′i ) = REP (ci ⊕ (Bioi ⊕

Bio′i )). Ifh(c ′i )
?
= α = h(ci ),Ui inputs IDi and PWi , and computesA′i =h(IDi ‖ h(PWi ‖

ai ) ‖ c ′i ). If A′i � Ai , reject the request.
Otherwise, the card M1 = Bi ⊕ h(h(PWi ‖ ai ) ‖ c ′i ), M2 = sP , M3 = sX = sxP , M4 =

IDi ⊕ M3,M5 =M1 ⊕ ri ,M6 =h(IDi ‖ ri ) ⊕ SID j ,M7 =h(M1 ‖ SID j ‖ M3 ‖ ri ), where
ri is a random number ri and s ∈ Z ∗n .

Step 2. GWN ⇒ S j : {M8,M9,M10,M11}.
GWN calculates M ′3 = yM2 = ysP , ID ′i = M4 ⊕ M ′3, M ′1 = h(ID ′i ‖ x ), r ′i = M5 ⊕ M ′1,

SID ′j =M6 ⊕ h(ID ′i ‖ r ′i ), M ′7 = h(M ′1 ‖ SID ′j ‖ M ′3 ‖ r ′i ). If M ′7 � M7, end the session.

Otherwise,GWN computesP ′j = h(SID ′j ‖ x ), M8 = ID
′
i ⊕ P ′j , M9 = rд ⊕ h(ID ′i ‖ P ′j ),

M10 = rд ⊕ r ′i and M11 = h(ID ′i ‖ SID ′j ‖ P ′j ‖ r ′i ‖ rд ), where rд is a random number.

Step 3. S j ⇒ GWN : {M12,M13}. S j calculates ID ′′i = M8 ⊕ Pj , r
′
д = h(ID ′′i ‖ Pj ) ⊕ M9, r ′′i =

r ′д ⊕ M10, M ′11 = h(ID ′′i ‖ SID j ‖ Pj ‖ r ′′i ‖ r ′д ). If M ′11 � M11, end the session.

Otherwise, S j calculates M12 = r j ⊕ Pj , SKj = h(ID ′′i ‖ SID j ‖ r ′′i ‖ r ′д ‖ r j ), M13 =

h(Pj ‖ SKj ‖ r j ), where r j is a random number.
Step 4. GWN ⇒ Ui : {M14,M15,M16}.

GWN calculates r ′j =M12 ⊕ P ′j , Sx = h(ID ′i ‖ SID ′j ‖ r ′i ‖ rд ‖ r ′j ), M ′13 = h(P ′j ‖ Sx ‖
r ′j ). If M ′13 � M13, end the session.

Otherwise, GWN calculates M14 = M ′1 ⊕ rд , M15 = r
′
i ⊕ r ′j , M16 = h(ID ′i ‖ Sx ‖ rд ‖

r ′j ).

Step 5. Ui calculates r ′′д =M14 ⊕ M1, r ′′j =M15 ⊕ ri , SKi = h(IDi ‖ SID j ‖ ri ‖ r ′′д ‖ r ′′j ), M ′16 =

h(IDi ‖ SKi ‖ r ′′д ‖ r ′′j ). If M ′16

?
= M16, the authentication is completed. Otherwise, the

authentication fails.

5.2 Cryptanalysis of the Scheme of Li et al.

Although the protocol of Li et al. [16] has made progress in terms of the architecture and fully
considers the resource limitations of sensor nodes and the insecurity of WSN environment, their
scheme is still subject to offline password guessing attack and sensor node capture attack, and it
fails to achieve forward secrecy.

5.2.1 No Truly Multi-Factor Security.

—The adversary’s capability: Breaking two of the three factors—the smart card with
{α ,δ ,Ai ,Bi ,X ,ai ,REP (·)} and the biometrics Bioi .

—The attack results: Getting Ui ’s password.
—The attack steps:

Step 1. Guess PWi to be PW ′
i , IDi to be ID ′i .

Step 2. Compute c ′i = REP (δ ⊕ Bio′i ) = REP (ci ⊕ (Bioi ⊕ Bio′i )).
Step 3. Compute A′i = h(ID ′i ‖ h(PW ′

i ‖ ai ) ‖ c ′i ).

Step 4. Verify the correctness of PWi and IDi by checking if (A′i
?
= Ai ).

Step 5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 until the correct values of PWi and IDi are found.
—The time complexity:O ( |Dpw | ∗ |Did | ∗ (2TH +TB )), whereTH is the time of hash-function.

Note that the scheme of Li et al. [16] is resistant to the second kind of offline password guessing
attack described in Section 2.2.1, due to the use of the ECC public key technique.
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5.2.2 No Forward Secrecy.

—The adversary’s capability: (1) Obtaining the long-term secret key x ; (2) eavesdropping
{M8,M9,M10,M11} and {M12,M13}.

—The attack results: Getting all session keys of the system. Note that we takeUi and S j as an
example to show the attack steps. Furthermore, if A has to capture the sensor node S j to
get Pj , the he can also conduct the following attacks to get all previous session keys of S j .

—The attack steps:
Step 1. Compute Pj = h(SID j | |x ).
Step 2. Compute ID ′′i =M8 ⊕ Pj .
Step 3. Compute r ′д = h(ID ′′i ‖ Pj ) ⊕ M9.

Step 4. Compute r ′′i = r
′
д ⊕ M10.

Step 5. Compute r ′j =M12 ⊕ Pj .

Step 6. Compute SK = h(ID ′′i | |SID j | |r ′′i | |r ′д | |r j ).
—The time complexity: O (3TH ).

According to the preceding attack, besides getting the previously agreed session key, an adver-
sary with Pj (via node capture attack) or a legitimate sensor node can also compute the user’s
identity, which is not recommended for user privacy. The preceding attack is due to a violation of
the forward secrecy principle as discussed in Section 2.2.2.

5.2.3 Node Capture Attack.

—The adversary’s capability: (1) Breaking a sensor node S j to get Pj ; (2) eavesdropping
{M8,M9,M10,M11} and {M14}.

—The attack results: Computing Ui ’s key secret parameter M1, then impersonating Ui .
—The attack steps:

Step 1. Compute ID ′′i =M8 ⊕ Pj .
Step 2. Compute r ′д = h(ID ′′i ‖ Pj ) ⊕ M9.

Step 3. Compute M1 =M14 ⊕ r ′д , with M1, A then can impersonate Ui .
Step 4. Select a random number ri and s ∈ Z ∗n .M5 =M1 ⊕ ri .
Step 5. Compute M3a = sX = sxP .
Step 6. Compute M4a = IDi ⊕ M3a .
Step 7. Compute M5a =M1 ⊕ ri .
Step 8. Compute M6a = h(IDi ‖ ri ) ⊕ SID j .
Step 9. Compute M7a = h(M1 ‖ SID j ‖ M3a ‖ ri ).

Step 10. Send {M2a ,M4a ,M5a ,M6a ,M7a } to GWN .
—The time complexity: O (3TH +TP ), TP is the time of scalar multiplication on the elliptic

curve.

WhenGWN receives {M2a ,M4a ,M5a ,M6a ,M7a }, it computesM ′3 =yM2a =ysP , ID ′i =M4a ⊕ M ′3,

M ′1 = h(ID ′i ‖ x ), r ′i =M5a ⊕ M ′1, SID ′j =M6a ⊕ h(ID ′i ‖ r ′i ), M ′7 = h(M ′1 ‖ SID ′j ‖ M ′3 ‖ r ′i ). As M ′7
?
=

M7a , GWN believes A’s authenticity. Therefore, A impersonates Ui successfully.
From these attacks, it is obvious that node capture attack brings more challenge to the design of

the user authentication scheme for WSNs. In the preceding attack, once A breaks a sensor node
S j , she cannot only acquire S j ’s previous session key as the attack steps in forward secrecy but also
impersonate Ui . The inherent reason of such an impersonation attack is the use of “⊕” to conceal
M1. We should pay special attention to the bitwise XOR operation, especially in WSNs.
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Fig. 2. Login and authentication phase of the proposed scheme.

6 OUR PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we first sketch our protocol design ideas and then propose a secure, simple, and
efficient user authentication scheme as summarized in Figure 2.

6.1 Design Ideas

Our analysis of these four foremost protocols reveals the following facts. First, achieving truly
multi-factor security is still a challenge in the design of a multi-factor authentication protocol.
Second, the property of forward secrecy cannot be met by any of the four schemes, largely be-
cause of the resource-constrained nature of sensor nodes. Third, generally, the reasons for node
capture attack, which is a unique type of attack in WSNs, include two aspects: (1) poor design
(e.g., transmitting the secret parameters of the user or sensor node with “XOR” operation over the
public channel) and (2) as a result of no forward secrecy, if the adversary A can breach forward
secrecy by using the sensor nodes’ long-term key x , then it indicates that after capturing the sensor

node and obtaining the sensor nodes’ x ,A can also compute previously agreed session keys using
the same steps as she breaches forward secrecy (see Section 2.2.2 and Section 5.2.2 for two concrete
examples). Accordingly, we improve this unsatisfactory situation as follows:

• Improvements in security: Under the non-tamper resistance assumption of smart cards, a
public key primitive is indispensable for multi-factor authentication schemes to achieve
truly multi-factor security [45, 55] and preserve user anonymity [72]. Actually, the public
key technique principle was first proposed by Ma et al. [55] as early as 2012 and has been
widely adopted in various schemes (e.g., [2, 16, 36, 73, 74]). The key challenge lies in how to
integrate a specific public key technique into the protocols for WSNs to meet the security
and performance requirements. Consequently, we now show more details on how to employ
the public key technique we choose:
(1) Employing some kind of public key technique to achieve truly multi-factor security: In Sec-

tion 2.2.1, we displayed the pivotal point in deploying a public key algorithm efficiently:
add a parameter ri in the verifier Ni , where ri is transmitted after being encrypted by a
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public key encryption algorithm. More specifically, Ui first chooses a random number
ri to construct a new secret shared parameter betweenUi and S j , and second, to trans-
mit ri to GWN securely,Ui uses GWN’s public key to encrypt ri and gets the ciphertext
Xi , then transmits Xi and the verification parameter Mi containing ri and {IDi , PWi }
to GWN. By this way, only GWN can compute ri correctly. To A who tries to conduct
an offline password guessing attack, besides the guessed {ID ′i , PW ′

i }, there is still an
uncertain ri ; thus,A is unable to verify the correctness of {ID ′i , PW ′

i } and fails to carry
out the offline password guessing attack.

(2) Employing some kind of public key technique to achieve user anonymity: Several schemes
(e.g., those of Amin et al. [13], Wu et al. [31], and Wu et al. [34]) adopt the synchro-
nization mechanism to achieve user anonymity, but it is not recommended. On the one
hand, as Wang et al. [45] revealed, the synchronization mechanism is likely to bring
the de-synchronization attack or introduce other security threats. On the other hand,
since the public key algorithm is necessary to design a secure authentication scheme,
we can directly use public key techniques to achieve user anonymity, it no need to use
an additional synchronization mechanism.

(3) Employing some kind of public key technique to achieve forward secrecy: The inherent
reason for A to compute the session key is that all items in the session key can be
computed by GWN. How does this happen? SinceUi and S j do not have any pre-shared
secret, they have to rely on GWN to transmit and verify messages sent by each other.
In most schemes, GWN verifies the items in SK directly but not their transformation.
Thus, GWN can compute SK . However, if GWN just verifies the transformation of the
items in SK , then forward secrecy can be achieved. Therefore, we can use the public
key algorithm to construct such a transformation of the items in SK . We note that some
researchers (e.g., Gope et al. [19]) adopt the synchronization mechanism to achieve
forward secrecy. As stated earlier, such a synchronization mechanism brings the de-
synchronization attack or introduces other security threats (see the attack of Luo et al.
[75] on the scheme of Gope et al. [19]).

(4) Following the approach of Wang and Wang [3] of combining a fuzzy verifier and hon-
eywords to settle the conflict between the goals of “detecting typo input” and “resisting
against offline password guessing attack.”

• Improvements in efficiency: As compared to schemes that only involve some symmetric key
operations (e.g., Amin et al. [13] and Wu et al. [31]), schemes equipped with a public key
primitive will inevitably incur more computational and storage costs. Keeping in mind these
necessary increases, we try to optimize the performance of the proposed scheme. As men-
tioned earlier, the adoption of public key techniques instead of the synchronization mech-
anism to achieve user anonymity is one of our considerations on efficiency.

For WSNs, the main restriction of the application of user authentication is the sensor
nodes. In other words, the limitations of the sensor nodes itself are the main challenges in
designing the authentication protocol: Both their computing capability and their battery
power are limited, and it is not convenient/practical to charge the battery often [13, 16].
Therefore, if we want to design a truly practical authentication protocol, we need to fully
consider the characteristics of the sensor nodes and reduce their energy consumption.

Based on the preceding analysis, we prefer the RSA encryption algorithm as our public
key technique to achieve truly multi-factor security and user anonymity. In the RSA al-
gorithm, the public key e is recommended to be a small prime (e.g., 17 or 216 + 1 [76]), so
the cryptographic operation me mod n on the senor node will cost less than the modular
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exponentiation operation дa mod p (or aP operations in ECC cryptosystems). To be secure,
a needs to be of a large bit length.

6.2 Registration

GWN initializes an RSA algorithm whose public key is (e,n) and private key is (dx ,n), and stores
dx as the system long-term secret key, then chooses a medium integer n0 (24 ≤ n0 ≤ 28). In our
scheme, the sensor node registration is the same as the corresponding part of Section 2.1.1, and
the user registration phase is performed as follows:

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN: {IDi ,RPWi }. Ui first chooses {PWi , IDi } and a random number b, then
computes RPWi = h(PWi ‖b), then sends the register request {IDi ,RPWi } to GWN.

Step 2. GWN⇒ Ui : A smart card with {Ai ,Bi ,n0,n, e,ai ⊕ Ai ,h(·)}. GWN first tests the avail-
ability of IDi . If GWN finds such an identity in the database, then it will ask Ui

to choose another IDi . Otherwise, GWN selects two unique random numbers r
and ai for Ui , computes Ai = h(h(IDi ) ⊕ h(RPWi )) mod n0, Ci = h(IDi ‖dx ‖r ), Bi =

h(IDi ‖RPWi ) ⊕ Ci , then stores {IDi , r , ai , Honey_List =Null} into the backend data-
base. Note that Honey_List records suspicious login attempts in which the attacker
can compute the correct Ai but cannot compute the correct Ci .

Step 3. Ui inputs b into the card.

6.3 Login and Authentication Phase

Step 1. Ui ⇒ GWN : Login request {Xi ,D0,D1,M1,ni }. Ui enters {ID ′i , PW ′
i }, and the smart

card computes RPW ′
i = h(PW ′

i ‖b), A′i = h(h(ID ′i )‖h(RPW ′
i )) mod n0. The card verifies

Ui via checking whether A′i
?
= Ai . If they are not equal, the card rejects the request.

Otherwise, it selects a random number ri and initializes an RSA algorithm with
public key (ei ,ni ) and private key (di ,ni ), computes Xi = r e

i mod n, C ′i = Bi ⊕
h(ID ′i ‖RPW ′

i ), D0 = h(ri ‖Xi ‖ni ) ⊕ (ID ′i ‖C ′i ), a′i = (ai ⊕ Ai ) ⊕ A′i , D1 = h(ri ‖C ′i ) ⊕
(ei ‖a′i ), M1 = h(Xi ‖ri ‖ei ‖ ni ‖ID ′i ‖C ′i ), and finally transmits {Xi ,D0,D1,M1,ni } to
GWN. Note that the RSA initialization process can be pre-computed to save time.

Step 2. GWN⇒ S j : {D3,M2,Xi }. GWN first will authenticateUi as follows: compute r ′′i =X
dx

i

mod n, ID ′′i ‖C ′′i = h(r ′′i ‖Xi ‖ni ‖) ⊕ D0, C∗i = h(ID ′′i ‖dx ‖r ), (e ′′i ‖a′′i ) = h(r ′′i ‖C ′′i ) ⊕ D1,
M ′′1 = h(Xi ‖r ′′i ‖e ′′i ‖ni ‖ID ′′i ‖C ′′i ), and retrieve ai . If a′′i � ai , the session is terminated.

Otherwise, check M ′′1
?
= M1. If M ′′1 � M1, GWN now knows that a′′i = ai butC∗i � C

′′
i :

there is a 1/n0 probability thatUi ’s card has been compromised. Then, GWN either (1)
insertsC ′′i into Honey_List when the items in Honey_List are less thanm0 (e.g.,m0 =

10 [3]) or (2) suspends Ui ’s card (i.e., when |Honey_List|=m0) until Ui re-registers.
If M ′′1 � M1, GWN generates a random number rn and selects a sensor

node S j to response Ui ’s request, and computes P ′′j = h(SID j ‖dx ), D3 =

EncP ′′j
(e ′′i ‖ni ‖r ′′i ‖SID j ‖rn ‖P ′′j ), M2 = h(P ′′j ‖e ′′i ‖ri ‖ni ‖SID j ‖rn ), then finally sends

{D3,M2,Xi } to S j .
Step 3. S j ⇒ GWN: {M3,D5,X j }. S j will first decrypt D3 with Pj to get e∗i ‖n∗i ‖r ∗i ‖SID∗j ‖r ∗n ‖P∗j ,

then checks the validity of SID∗j and P∗j . If they are not valid, S j will terminate the

session. Otherwise, S j will continue to calculate M∗2 = h(Pj ‖e∗i ‖r ∗i ‖n∗i ‖SID j ‖r ∗n ) and

check whether M∗2
?
= M2. If they are not equal, the session will be ended.

Otherwise, S j believes the access request, then selects a random number r j , com-

putes X j = r
e∗i
j mod n∗i , SKj = h(r ∗i | |r j | |Xi | |X j ), M3 = h(X j ‖Pj ‖r ∗n ‖r ∗i ‖e∗i ), D5 =

h(SKj | |X j | |r ∗i ), and finally, S j sends GWN the message {M3,D5,X j }.
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Step 4. GWN⇒ Ui : {M4,D5,X j }. GWN will first authenticate S j via comparing the received
M3 to h(X j ‖P ′′j ‖rn ‖r ′′i ‖e ′′i ). If the two values are not equal, GWN does not trust S j ,

then terminate the session. Otherwise, GWN will forward S j ’s response toUi : compute
M ′′4 = h(D5 | |C ′′i | |X j | |r ′′i ), then send {M4,D5,X j } to Ui .

Step 5. On receiving {M4,D5,X j }, Ui will first check its authenticity via comparing
h(D5 | |C ′i | |X j | |ri ) to the received M4. If the message is not authentic, Ui will termi-
nate the session. Otherwise,Ui authenticates GWN and further computes the session

key as r ′j = X
di

j mod ni , SKi = h(ri | |r ′j | |Xi | |X j ). If D5 equals h(SKi | |X j | |r ∗i ), Ui authen-

ticates S j successfully and accepts SKi . Otherwise, the authentication phase ends in
failure.

6.4 Password Change Phase

Step 1. Ui enters IDi , PWi and new password PW new
i .

Step 2. The smart card authenticates Ui as in step 1 of Section 6.3. If Ui is authenticated, the
password change process will be performed as in step 3; otherwise, the request will
be rejected.

Step 3. The smart card computes RPW new
i = h(PW new

i | |b), Anew
i = h(h(IDi ) ⊕ h(RPW new

i ))
mod n0, Bnew

i = Bi ⊕ h(IDi | |RPWi ) ⊕ h(IDi | |RPW new
i ). Note that RPWi is computed in

step 2. Finally, replace {Ai ,Bi } with {Anew
i ,Bnew

i }.

6.5 Dynamic Node Addition Phase

For a new sensor node, it can join to the networks as follows:

Step 1. S j sends the node addition request to GWN.
Step 2. GWN will select a unique identity for S j , compute Pj = h(SID j | |x ), and finally send Pj

and SID j to the sensor node S j .
Step 3. S j keeps Pj as its secret private key.

7 SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section applies the BAN logic [77] to examine the design logic and security of our scheme.
The BAN logic is a famous formal method in the cryptographic, and many schemes adopt this
method [16, 36, 47, 48]. Its notions are shown in Table 2. First, we define the goals of our scheme:

• Goal 1: Ui |≡ S j |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ).

• Goal 2: Ui |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ).

• Goal 3: S j |≡ Ui |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ).

• Goal 4: S j |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ).

Then we transform the message in the channel into an idealized form:

• Mes1: Ui → GWN: 〈ri , IDi , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉Ci
.

• Mes2: GWN→ S j : {rn , ri , ei ,ni ,Xi }Pj
.

• Mes3: S j → GWN: 〈rn ,X j , {ri }di
〉Pj

.

• Mes4: GWN→ Ui : 〈ri , {ri }di
,Xi ,X j 〉Ci

.

Finally, define some assumptions:

• H1: Ui |≡ �(r j ).
• H2: GWN |≡ �(ri ,X j ).
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Table 2. Notations in BAN Logic

P |≡ X
P believes X (i.e., the principal P believes the
statement X is true).

P �X
P sees X (i.e., the principal P receives a message
that contains X ).

P |⇒ X
P has jurisdiction over X (i.e., the principal P
can generate or compute X ).

P |∼ X
P said X (i.e., the principal P has sent a message

containing X ).

�(X )
X is fresh (i.e., X is sent in a message only at the

current run of the protocol, and usually it is a
timestamp or a random number).

P
K←→ Q K is the shared key for P and Q .

P
Y
� Q

Y is the secret known only to P and Q or some
principals trusted by them.

〈X 〉Y X combined with Y , and Y usually is a secret.
{X }K X encrypted with K .

P |≡P
K←→Q,P�{X }K

P |≡Q |∼X
or

P |≡P
Y
�Q,P�〈X 〉Y

P |≡Q |∼X

RULE (1): the message-meaning rule.

This rule will be used in the proving process.

P |≡�(X ),P |≡Q |∼X
P |≡Q |≡X

RULE (2): the nonce-verification rule.

This rule will be used in the proving process.

P |≡Q |⇒X ,P |≡Q |≡X
P |≡X

RULE (3): the jurisdiction rule.

This rule will be used in the proving process.

P |≡�(X )
P |≡�(X ,Y )

RULE (4): the freshness-conjuncatenation rule.
This rule will be used in the proving process.

• H3: S j |≡ �(rn ).

• H4: Ui |≡ Ui
Ci←→ GWN.

• H5: GWN |≡ GWN
Ci←→ Ui .

• H6: GWN |≡ GWN
Pj←→ S j .

• H7: S j |≡ S j

Pj←→ GWN.
• H8: Ui |≡ S j |⇒ r j , SK .
• H9: S j |≡ Ui |⇒ ri , SK .

And now we perform the BAN logic proof:
From Mes1, we have S1: GWN�〈ri , IDi , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉Ci

Then according to H5, S1, RULE (1), we get S2: GWN |≡ Ui |∼ 〈ri , IDi , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
According to H2 and RULE (4), we get S3: GWN |≡ �〈ri , IDi , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
And according to S2, S3, and RULE (2), we get S4: GWN |≡ Ui |≡ 〈ri , IDi , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
From Mes2, we have S5: S j�{rn , ri , ei ,ni ,Xi }Pj

Then according to H7, S5, RULE (1), we get S6: S j |≡ GWN |∼ 〈rn , ri , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
According to H3 and RULE (4), we get S7: S j |≡ �〈rn , ri , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
And according to S6, S7, and RULE (2), we get S8: S j |≡ GWN |≡ 〈rn , ri , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
With S4 and S8, we get S9: S j |≡ Ui |≡ 〈rn , ri , ei ,ni ,Xi 〉.
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Since SK = h(ri | |r j | |Xi | |X j ), where r j and X j are generated by S j and r j cannot be acquired by

GWN or the adversary, we have S10: S j |≡ Ui |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ) (goal 3).

According to H9, S8, and RULE (3), we get S11: S j |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ) (goal 4).

From Mes3, we have S12: GWN�〈rn ,X j , {ri }di
〉Pj

Then according to H6, S12, and RULE (1), we get S13: GWN |≡ S j |∼ 〈rn ,X j , {ri }di
〉.

According to H2 and RULE (4), we get S14: GWN |≡ �〈rn ,X j , {ri }di
〉.

And according to S13, S14, and RULE (2), we get S15: GWN |≡ S j |≡ 〈rn ,X j , {ri }di
〉.

From Mes4, we have S16: Ui�〈ri , {ri }di
,Xi ,X j 〉Ci

Then according to H4, S16, and RULE (1), we get S17: S j |≡ Ui |∼ 〈ri , {ri }di
,Xi ,X j 〉.

According to H1 and RULE (4), we get S18: S j |≡ �〈ri , {ri }di
,Xi ,X j 〉.

And according to S17, S18, and RULE (2), we get S19: S j |≡ Ui |≡ 〈ri , {ri }di
,Xi ,X j 〉.

With S15 and S19, we get S20: S j |≡ Ui |≡ 〈ri , {ri }di
,Xi ,X j 〉.

Since SK = h(ri | |r j | |Xi | |X j ),where r j can only be computed byUi with secret key di and cannot

be acquired by GWN or the adversary, we have S21: Ui |≡ S j |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ) (goal 3).

According to H9, S8, and RULE (3), we get S22: S j |≡ (Ui
SK←−→ S j ) (goal 4).

Until now, we have demonstrated that our scheme achieves goals 1 through 4. This means that
(1) Ui and S j have been authenticated mutually, and (2) they negotiate the same session key SK
securely.

8 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In recent years, many researchers have proposed various evaluation criteria for authentication
protocols in WSNs [16, 30, 32, 37, 47]. However, these evaluation metrics are either too abstract,
such as “the integrity requirement” proposed by Ali et al. [32], or cannot be practically measured,
such as “the efficient use of sensor nodes” proposed by Kumari and Om [37]. Furthermore, they
are not comprehensive enough and their effectiveness has not been validated by large-scale eval-
uation. In 2018, Wang et al. [28] proposed a comprehensive evaluation metric that is composed of
12 independent evaluation criteria, and they demonstrated its effectiveness by testing 44 represen-
tative schemes for WSNs. Therefore, we adopt this criteria set to assess our scheme and compare
it with 12 related schemes [13, 15–18, 30–32, 34, 47, 64, 65].

Before we go into the pros and cons of each scheme, we examine its system (architecture) model.
Each system model in Table 3 has the same definition as in Wang et al. [28], in which eight kinds
of system models (i.e., a–h) are proposed to cover both the single-gateway and multi-gateway
environments (see Figure 3 of Wang et al. [28]). Among the eight models, models a and g are rec-
ommended by Wang et al. [28] because other models have their inherent weaknesses. For instance,
Model f, which is employed in Srinivas et al. [15], intrinsically prevents from verifying the authen-
ticity of sensor nodes because there is lack of feedback from sensor nodes to GWN (see step 3 of
Section 8).

As shown in Table 3, our scheme satisfies all 12 evaluation criteria, whereas others all have
some type of security flaw. The best one that is proposed by Wang et al. [47] achieves 11 criteria.
As for the computational cost, six schemes (i.e., [13, 30–32, 64, 65]) only involve symmetric key
cryptographic techniques (e.g., one-way hash operation or symmetric encryption). Unsurprisingly,
they cost much less computational resources than those (see [16, 17, 34, 47]) that employ public
key techniques (e.g., public key encryption). However, these symmetric key–based schemes cannot
ensure three important security goals: truly multi-factor security, forward secrecy, and resistance
against node capture attack.

Among these schemes that employ some public key techniques, the schemes of Jiang et al. [17],
Wu et al. [34], Li et al. [18], Srinivas et al. [15], and Li et al. [16] perform worse than our scheme
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Table 3. Performance Comparison Among Relevant Schemes for WSNs

Related Protocols
System

Model [28]

Computational Cost (ms) Evaluation Criteria in Wang et al. [28]∗

User Gateway Sensor Node C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

Srinivas et al. (2018) [15] f TB +2TC +15TH ≈1002.624 10TH ≈0.007 2TC +6TH ≈2.618
√ √ √

× ×
√ √

×
√ √

×
√

Ali et al. (2018) [32] a TB +2TS +6TH ≈1000.005 5TS +13TH ≈0.012 TS +5TH ≈0.004
√ √ √

× ×
√ √

×
√ √

× ×

Wazid et al. (2018) [65] a TB +2TS +13TH ≈1000.010 4TS +5TH ≈0.006 2TS +4TH ≈0.004
√ √ √

× ×
√ √

×
√ √

× ×

Li et al. (2018) [16] a TB +2TP +8TH ≈1001.022 TP +9TH ≈0.514 4TH ≈0.003
√ √ √

× × ×
√
×
√ √

× ×

Li et al. (2018) [18] a TB +3TP +7TH ≈1001.529 TP +7TH ≈0.513 2TP +4TH ≈1.019
√ √ √

×
√
×
√ √ √ √ √ √

Amin et al. (2018) [13] a TB +17TH ≈1000.012 16TH ≈0.011 4TH ≈0.003
√ √ √

× × ×
√
×
√ √ √

×

Jung et al. (2017) [30] a 11TH ≈0.008 17TH ≈0.012 6TH ≈0.004
√ √ √

× × ×
√
×
√ √

× ×

Wu et al. (2017) [34] a 2TP +TS +11TH ≈1.024 2TS +11TH ≈0.009 2TP +TS +4TH ≈1.020
√ √ √

× × ×
√ √

×
√
×
√

Wang et al. (2017) [47] a TB +3TP +10TH ≈1001.531 TP +11TH ≈0.516 2TP +4TH ≈1.019
√ √ √ √ √

×
√ √ √ √ √ √

Srinivas et al. (2017) [64] g TB +10TH ≈1000.007 13TH ≈0.009 6TH ≈0.004
√ √ √

× ×
√ √

×
√ √

× ×

Wu et al. (2017) [31] g 8TH ≈0.006 10TH ≈0.007 3TH ≈0.002
√ √ √

× × ×
√
× ×

√
×
√

Jiang et al. (2016) [17] a 2TP +8TH ≈1.022 TP +8TH ≈0.513 6TH ≈0.004
√ √ √ √

× ×
√
× ×

√
× ×

Our scheme a Tbe +Tse +9TH ≈9.514 Tbe +TS +6TH ≈9.357 Tse +TS +4TH ≈0.157
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

TP denotes scalar multiplication on elliptic curve, TH denotes hash computation, TS denotes symmetric encryption/

decryption, TC denotes Chebyshev polynomial operation, TB denotes the time for fuzzy extracting biometric information.

According to Wang et al. [45], we can get that TE ≈ 1.169 ms (when we set the length of modular |n | = 512), big-exponent

modular exponentiation Tbe ≈ 1.169*8 = 9.352 ms, and small-exponent modular exponentiation Tse ≈ 17
1024 ∗Tbe = 0.156

ms (when we set RSA |n | = 1024 and e = 216 + 1 as recommended), TP ≈ 0.508 ms, TH ≈ 0.693μs , TS ≈ 0.541μs . Accord-

ing to Chatterjee et al. [78], TC ≈ 21.02/(8.7/0.541) = 1.307 ms; according to Dodis et al. [79] and Encinas [80], the fuzzy

extractor TB contains some hash and symmetric encryption/decryption operations, and the most time is spent on reading

the biological characteristic, so we roughly estimate TB ≈ 1 second according to Deli 3959 fingerprint or facial recognition.
∗We adopt the evaluation criteria proposed in Wang et al. [28]: C1 for no password verifier table, C2 for password friendly,

C3 for password exposure, C4 for no smart card loss attack, C5 for resistance to know attacks, C6 for sound repairability,

C7 for provision of key agreement, C8 for no clock synchronization, C9 for timely typo detection, C10 for mutual authen-

tication, C11 for user anonymity, and C12 for forward secrecy. A check mark (
√

) means that the property is satisfied; a

times sign (×) means that the property is not satisfied.

in terms of security and are more computationally expensive at the sensor node. We note that in
our scheme, the gateway’s computational cost is at least 18.16 times more expensive than other
schemes, and this is a limitation of our scheme: it may be not suitable for a gateway with a large
number of sensor nodes. Still, gateways (base stations) are generally connected to the power in-
frastructure (or can be recharged), and they are powerful.

We emphasize that for a user authentication scheme, security is at least as important as effi-
ciency, and thus it is not advisable to significantly reduce security to increase marginal efficiency.
The scheme of Wang et al. [47] is the only protocol that has a security level similar to our scheme,
and it is more efficient at the gateway side but much more expensive at the sensor node side. As
sensor nodes are generally the energy bottleneck in WSNs, our scheme is more suitable for WSNs.

9 CONCLUSION

With the proliferation of IoT, WSNs are receiving more and more attention, and how to ensure
the security of WSNs has become one of the research hotspots. A large number of multi-factor
authentication schemes have been proposed recently, yet most of them fail to achieve the claimed
security goals. In this article, we have taken four foremost multi-factor authentication schemes as
case studies to show how to effectively achieve truly multi-factor security, forward secrecy, and
resistance against node capture attack under the resource-limited nature of sensor nodes (and
the user’s devices). We, for the first time, employ the RSA cryptosystem to design a multi-factor

ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 4, No. 3, Article 30. Publication date: March 2020.
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authentication protocol for WSNs. RSA previously was thought to be unworkable for WSNs, but
we successfully exploit it by making use of its computational imbalance at the encryption side
and the decryption side. We have used BAN logic to show the security of our protocol. Finally,
we compared the proposed protocol to 12 representative schemes. The evaluation results show
the superiority of our new scheme. Although the article considers the framework of WSNs,
the cryptanalysis results and countermeasures suggested are largely general and helpful for
multi-factor authentication research in other environments.
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